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Chapter 1 : The Gutter Is My Beat II - Epilogue [The Robot Did It] by Johnny NoiÏ€ - Hello Poetry
Mars Seasons Are Just Like Earth's - But Twice as LongLike every planet, Mars has four seasons -- but they last about
twice as long.

Anatomy foliage; of 3 The world is not the time to think about it! He lost his daughter. He who has not a son.
Why do you ask? Table, archery, I love you. Full, black, pink, Like wine. There is a better backup. Dust
remains normal The Republic of Korea. Because of the holidays Unfortunately, you do not need it. There is no
need. Members of the robot are so many targets In this case. Onions in love For that reason I cannot. The
woman on the lips is not good. The body showed an interesting answer, the girl not to listen? Your son has a
son. France random The TV will leave his love Why do you ask? The design of the bow love you. Republic of
Korea remains divided powdered mist. To be angry, it is not. Help your friend Robbie, this is the case a lot
The fire is not something that there is no shadow of anything. The solution in the body of the countenance the
dark place, and do not listen to me, said, The woman The Head of the operation of the, that he is the greatest
of the device. As dust and insects regular; Songs to play in Korea. Friends are happy happy, In consumer
behavior Light shade of love; Human embryos in the appeal almost at birth The body of work; Women and
suffering; The price has not heard In fact, the knowledge of their company; Anatomy last 1, 1 to Tied for [????
Theoretically, all the time? Beautiful girl, loss of life of its own substance. If the child is a boy on the football
sapien Of the Scots, a great truth is perished, leaving the team are; Health - left behind children leaving
Holliday. How is this possible? Protects normal; This clearly shows that the harlots, they pass not over, the
chariot of the answer of the walls of the none the Secretary gum. The numbers and dances; Where there is
light; Unfortunately, our models. Her daughter heard the legal barriers Listen to the words running. Anatomy
of mercy, he leaves; [And] But there was need, which had been drawn at the first position, contained therein,
World War to the muscles at the same time. The girl lost her daughter. After the French TV What am I; At the
heart of the nation; [K or Ronnnokek Or open space] The first thing you want - so, so, so, so, Therefore, it is
good for, and skin, black; surface glabrous; This is obvious for a drink At the back of the head. Unfortunately,
here on vacation But lest oh. The worst thing to say. Unfortunately, it is very frustrating.
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Chapter 2 : Mars - Wikipedia
The trick then, for farming on Mars, is to produce enough food for a thriving settlement, with enough variety to keep us
from going crazy -- all while maintaining a healthy dietary balance. To put it another way, we need a mix of vegetables,
starches, proteins, fats and fiber to maintain our health -- and our sanity.

In the novel[ edit ] Little about the Martians is definitive, the story being told by a first-person narrator. The
Martians are described as octopus -like creatures: They reproduce asexually , by "budding" off from a parent.
Internally, the Martians consist of a brain , lungs , heart , and blood vessels ; they have no organs for digestion
, and therefore sustain themselves on Earth by mechanically transfusing blood via pipettes from other animals,
notably humans. A secondary weapon, the "Black Smoke," is a toxic gas released from canisters launched at a
distance from Bazooka -like tubes, referred to in the novel as a "gun," which kills humans and animals alike; it
is rendered harmless by Martian high-pressure steam jets and water. Mention is also made of a Martian aircraft
, but it is hardly seen, except to possibly spread the deadly Black Smoke from above over a wider area. Based
on their physical features, the Martians might be the descendants of a species similar to human beings, that
evolution has reduced to only a large brain and head and two groupings of eight tentacles hands. They are
described as sluggish under terrestrial gravity , heavier than on Mars. Communication between the Martians is
never made evident, but the narrator, as he sees Martians working together without audible means, concludes
that they use telepathy. He makes mention of a "queer hooting" sound, but attributes it to the exhalation of air
prior to fatally transfusing blood from their human victims. Some evidence of audible communication is
associated with the Martian Fighting-Machine, which are described emitting siren-like calls, and the repeated
"Ulla, Ulla" call similar to a distress signal that echoes throughout London after the mass death from bacterial
infection of the Martians. It is theorized that their advanced technology eliminated whatever indigenous
diseases were present on Mars, and so they no longer remembered their effects. In other adaptations[ edit ]
Most adaptations of H. A few draw upon their description from the original novel such as the infamous radio
adaptation , as well as the more faithful musical version , and Pendragon film adaptations. Despite a lack of
verbal language in the novel, for example, many versions give them one nevertheless. In illustrations and
descriptions, they are made to resemble bug-eyed, foot-tall human figures, and have a vocal speech. When a
plague forced them to return to Mars, they brought with them a number of humans from the Fertile Crescent
transported to Egypt , whose descendants continued to serve as slaves to the Martians until they were wiped
out in the aftermath of the Martian invasion of Earth, due to Martian fears of humans. At the same time as The
War of the Worlds, the Martians were said to be involved in a war against the giant inhabitants of Ceres. The
Martian leadership is described as: At the top of the steps on a magnificent golden throne, sat the Emperor
himself. There are some busts of Caracalla which I have seen that are almost as ugly as the face of the Martian
ruler. He was of gigantic stature, larger than the majority of his subjects, and as near as I could judge must
have been between fifteen and sixteen feet in height[ I was somewhat startled, then, in looking at the head and
centre of the great military system of Mars, to find in his appearance a striking confirmation of the
speculations of our terrestrial phrenologists. His broad, mis-shapen head bulged in those parts where they had
placed the so-called organs of combativeness, destructiveness, etc. The blast of the launch is said to be large
enough to have destroyed the remains of New York City that the Martians had left alone. Scarlet Traces
reverses this, with a Martian survivor helping the British prepare for a counter-invasion of Mars. Marvel
Comics[ edit ] In the Marvel comic book Killraven: Warrior of the Worlds, the Martians return to Earth in the
year in an alternate, post apocalypse version of the Marvel universe. Killraven, alongside other heroes such as
Spider-Man fight the Martians and their human slaves. They are defeated by Thor. The story was collected
under the title "The Martians are Coming". The War of the Worlds film In the film adaptation , the Martians
are short, brown creatures having three-fingered hands with suction cups at the end of long arms and a
cyclopean eye divided into three sections: The bottom-half of the creature is never fully shown; but blueprints
show three legs having each a single suction-cup toe , similar to those on their fingers; other art shows two
legs. As in other versions of the story, the Martians succumb to terrestrial bacteria. Their feet have mouths
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having the ability to spit a deadly, corrosive acid. It would appear that these Martians also have a need for
human blood , and tend to appear mostly at night possibly because sunlight on Mars is weaker than that on
Earth. The cause of their deaths is uncertain, but it is presumably a virus. The main character, George Herbert ,
injects an alien with a rabies vaccine, with hope that "life fighting life" can stop them when guns and bombs
have failed. At the end of the film, the aliens curiously stand paralysed when infected. Survivors confirm that
they were infected by an airborne virus. They are not given the name "Martian" in the film, but are only
named "aliens" once in the film, and a few times as " demons " by a Pastor. War of the Worlds 2: The Next
Wave , the antagonists are the "squid-walkers", a cybernetic race of tripods controlled by a single entity inside
their mothership. Inside the mothership, humans are kept alive and their blood is filtered, homogenised, and
fed to the aliens. Pendragon Pictures film[ edit ] Main article: They meet the same fate as the originals, having
caught Earthly diseases. Their fighting-machines are extremely tall, with very long silver legs and numerous
appendages, and emit a similar sound to the "Ulla" Wells described. The aliens crash to Earth in cylinders ,
which more closely resemble a meteorite a similar aspect was used in the film adaptation , and spread their red
weed during the invasion. They feed on human blood, extracted from the human prisoners via a
Handling-machine. For these reasons, a character names them " vampires. Watson , and Professor Challenger
battle the aliens, it is hinted that the Martians may have accelerated their evolution using selective breeding
and eugenics , and that their original body type may have resembled the form of the tripods. It is also made
clear that the aliens are not Martians, but originate from a more distant planet flooded with water, which puts
the long legs of the Tripods into motion. In Rainbow Mars they also appear as one of the many races from
inhabiting Mars; killed not by bacteria but by the higher gravity of Earth, which caused organ ruptures and
internal bleeding. They are mentioned as having launched two invasions of Earth, one in the early 20th century
and the second in the s to correspond with the novel and movie. In the Wold Newton family , they are
mentioned as possibly related to the kaldanes and Cthulhuoids. Non-Martians[ edit ] Not all of the antagonistic
invaders are from Mars. Because science has revealed that the red planet is devoid of intelligent life, the
concept of using Martians is sometimes dropped from some adaptations as it is no longer deemed realistic.
These invaders, depicted only in production art, only differ in certain detail as they appear leaner and their
cyclopean eye sporting apparently only a single color. The most notable difference is that these aliens are not
stated to be Martians. Instead of chasing them to Mars, they are tracked down to the distant Alpha Centauri. It
is then revealed that these aliens are not even the main villains, but rather an underling race to a greater force
that is not revealed in the presentation. The actual War of the Worlds TV series that was made, a sequel to the
film, goes into more detail with its invaders. When the show begins, there is no mention of Mars with the
exception of one episode in which characters are confusing them with the Martians of the radio broadcast.
Though some minor details are given away to indicate that their home planet was not Mars, it is not confirmed
on-screen until mid-way through the season that they originate from a world named Mor-Tax. With their
beautiful planet becoming uninhabitable from a dying star, they invade Earth with plans to take it over to
preserve the traits that it shares with their old world. Their society is highly collective with the only sense of
division in the form of their ternary caste system: They are incredibly intelligent, able to communicate in
seconds over light-years of space, create effective booby traps , and even adapt seemingly normal human
objects for their own purposes. However, their intelligence lends itself to their one true weakness:
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Chapter 25 Earth Below Us Chapter 26 Money, Manufacturing, and Marketing Chapter 27 Always Room for
Improvement Epilogue I Space Is Finally a Place Epilogue II Mars for the Many Library of Congress Subject Headings
for this publication.

Besides silicon and oxygen, the most abundant elements in the Martian crust are iron, magnesium , aluminum
, calcium , and potassium. Surface geology Main article: Geology of Mars Mars is a terrestrial planet that
consists of minerals containing silicon and oxygen , metals , and other elements that typically make up rock.
The surface of Mars is primarily composed of tholeiitic basalt , [40] although parts are more silica -rich than
typical basalt and may be similar to andesitic rocks on Earth or silica glass. Regions of low albedo suggest
concentrations of plagioclase feldspar , with northern low albedo regions displaying higher than normal
concentrations of sheet silicates and high-silicon glass. Parts of the southern highlands include detectable
amounts of high-calcium pyroxenes. Localized concentrations of hematite and olivine have been found. Mars
has many distinctive chemical features caused by its position in the Solar System. Formation of the oldest
extant surfaces of Mars, 4. Noachian age surfaces are scarred by many large impact craters. The Tharsis bulge,
a volcanic upland, is thought to have formed during this period, with extensive flooding by liquid water late in
the period. Hesperian period named after Hesperia Planum: The Hesperian period is marked by the formation
of extensive lava plains. Amazonian period named after Amazonis Planitia: Amazonian regions have few
meteorite impact craters, but are otherwise quite varied. Olympus Mons formed during this period, with lava
flows elsewhere on Mars. Geological activity is still taking place on Mars. The Athabasca Valles is home to
sheet-like lava flows created about Mya. Water flows in the grabens called the Cerberus Fossae occurred less
than 20 Mya, indicating equally recent volcanic intrusions. Martian soil Exposure of silica-rich dust uncovered
by the Spirit rover The Phoenix lander returned data showing Martian soil to be slightly alkaline and
containing elements such as magnesium , sodium , potassium and chlorine. These nutrients are found in soils
on Earth, and they are necessary for growth of plants. The streaks are dark at first and get lighter with age. The
streaks can start in a tiny area, then spread out for hundreds of metres. They have been seen to follow the
edges of boulders and other obstacles in their path. The commonly accepted theories include that they are dark
underlying layers of soil revealed after avalanches of bright dust or dust devils. Radar data from Mars Express
and the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter show large quantities of water ice at both poles July [66] [67] and at
middle latitudes November Huge linear swathes of scoured ground, known as outflow channels , cut across
the surface in about 25 places. These are thought to be a record of erosion caused by the catastrophic release of
water from subsurface aquifers, though some of these structures have been hypothesized to result from the
action of glaciers or lava. Features of these valleys and their distribution strongly imply that they were carved
by runoff resulting from precipitation in early Mars history. Subsurface water flow and groundwater sapping
may play important subsidiary roles in some networks, but precipitation was probably the root cause of the
incision in almost all cases. A number of authors have suggested that their formation process involves liquid
water, probably from melting ice, [75] [76] although others have argued for formation mechanisms involving
carbon dioxide frost or the movement of dry dust. Further evidence that liquid water once existed on the
surface of Mars comes from the detection of specific minerals such as hematite and goethite , both of which
sometimes form in the presence of water. This forms only in the presence of acidic water, which demonstrates
that water once existed on Mars. The Phoenix lander directly sampled water ice in shallow Martian soil on
July 31, This finding was derived from the ratio of water to deuterium in the modern Martian atmosphere
compared to that ratio on Earth. The amount of Martian deuterium is eight times the amount that exists on
Earth, suggesting that ancient Mars had significantly higher levels of water. Results from the Curiosity rover
had previously found a high ratio of deuterium in Gale Crater , though not significantly high enough to
suggest the former presence of an ocean. Other scientists caution that these results have not been confirmed,
and point out that Martian climate models have not yet shown that the planet was warm enough in the past to
support bodies of liquid water. These seasonal actions transport large amounts of dust and water vapor, giving
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rise to Earth-like frost and large cirrus clouds. Clouds of water-ice were photographed by the Opportunity
rover in Frozen carbon dioxide accumulates as a comparatively thin layer about one metre thick on the north
cap in the northern winter only, whereas the south cap has a permanent dry ice cover about eight metres thick.
This permanent dry ice cover at the south pole is peppered by flat floored, shallow, roughly circular pits ,
which repeat imaging shows are expanding by meters per year; this suggests that the permanent CO2 cover
over the south pole water ice is degrading over time. With the arrival of spring, sunlight warms the subsurface
and pressure from subliming CO2 builds up under a slab, elevating and ultimately rupturing it. This leads to
geyser-like eruptions of CO2 gas mixed with dark basaltic sand or dust. This process is rapid, observed
happening in the space of a few days, weeks or months, a rate of change rather unusual in geology â€”
especially for Mars. The gas rushing underneath a slab to the site of a geyser carves a spiderweb-like pattern
of radial channels under the ice, the process being the inverted equivalent of an erosion network formed by
water draining through a single plughole. Volcanic plateaus delimit regions of the northern plains, whereas the
highlands are punctuated by several large impact basins. These new impact craters on Mars occurred
sometime between and , as detected from orbit.
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At the end of the game, a woman comes on to tell you your personal, individual Meaning of Life based on
your answers. First-Person Shooter In S. Call of Pripyat, you have slides based on what side missions you
completed and how you completed them, as well as slides for the main story. Some of the eight possible
endings of Call of Duty: Black Ops II are merely different vignettes stitched together during the ending
credits. Platformer The ending of Epic Mickey gets filled in with shots of bosses and important characters
behaving friendly and politely if Mickey helped them when he encountered them earlier with the exception of
the Mad Doctor. RPG â€” Eastern In the Suikoden games, after the ending cutscene you get a short text
statement like this for each character you recruited: Star Ocean games are will often show different ending
scenes per party member depending on their relationships with other characters. Many of these are mutually
exclusive, since each character can only get the full A Support with one other character. For example, Eliwood
gets one of four endings depending on which if any of his love interests he gets an A Support with. The
previous installment, Sword of Seals, has the same system, but the only alternate, paired endings are ones with
Main Character Roy. The fourth game was even more in-depth about this. The epilogue is made up of a series
of scenes, one for each major kingdom, each showing who ends up suceeding it and who helps with the
restoration. The ending of Radiant Historia contains several scenes that must be unlocked by completing
optional storylines. The Golden Ending requires that you complete all the major ones. Knights of the Old
Republic II: The Sith Lords features an optional pre-ending segmented epilogue in the form of the skippable
dialogue with the Final Boss , who shares her prophetic visions with you before dying. For the ending itself,
though, there are only two options. New Vegas takes this near to ridiculousness. A completionist character
could easily see his epilogue hit the 15 minute mark. The DLCs all have a similar, self contained, ending for
each of them. Hordes of the Underdark had one of these explaining where each of your companions and many
people you met ended up. Not really a surprise given the amount of cross-pollination between BioWare and
Obsidian.
Chapter 5 : SparkNotes: Complete Text of Henry V: PROLOGUE.
The time it would take to get to Mars is years and in this timespan many things can go wrong. This makes the mission of
traveling to Mars very risky and possibly life-ending.

Chapter 6 : LIBRIS - The rocket company /
--Earth below us --Money, manufacturing, and marketing --Always room for improvement --Epilogue I Space is finally a
place --Epilogue II Mars for the many. Responsibility: by Patrick J.G. Stiennon and David M. Hoerr ; illustrated by Doug
Birkholz.

Chapter 7 : Martian (The War of the Worlds) - Wikipedia
Many times we've argued on this. He always forgot that being a widow of a rich syndicate, I have all of James' riches left
to me. I knew I wasn't that greedy and stupid enough to spend all the money on shopping.

Chapter 8 : The Rocket Company by Patrick J. G. Stiennon
Learn epilogue world history with free interactive flashcards. Choose from different sets of epilogue world history
flashcards on Quizlet.
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Chapter 9 : Marsbee - Swarm of Flapping Wing Flyers for Enhanced Mars Exploration | NASA
"Life on Mars" takes over the OCN Sat. & Sun. time slot previously occupied by "Mistress" and followed by on "Voice 2"
on August 11, Drama series is a remake of the UK television series "Life on Mars" (aired on BBC One from to ).
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